There is a close relationship between prosodic poetry and folk literature, if not one of harmony then at least one of tension. 1 in the present study, this claim may be read between the lines, in the sense that prosodic poetry has not been granted a great deal of 'legitimacy' since it has been perceived as having distanced itself from the concepts of traditional poetry. A tension thus exists between the prosaic, the poetic and the folk aspects of the text, which the poet attempts to put into equilibrium. in this study we shall see that metrical feet used by the poet serve the content and also the creation of the images that he imagines and presents to the reader. This can be seen quite clearly in the novel feet he uses as well as in the changes that he adds to the original feet of the rajaz meter. The foot thus becomes a stylistic device that serves the image or the topic with which the poem deals. This relationship is reflected in both the style, namely the meter, and the content, which is the image painted by the poet.
Introduction
al-rajaz is a poetic meter that poets have used for a very long time and still do so today. Poetic innovations have led some poets to abandon the traditional meters out of a desire to rebel against the old ways and to liberate themselves from the shackles of the past. other poets did not feel convinced to completely sever themselves from their heritage and continued to use the traditional meters, although they, too, introduced innovations into their poetics.
in the present study we chose to discuss al-rajaz, a meter that has aroused considerable debate concerning the origin of poetic meter in general and also of folksongs. it is deemed a folk meter due to the numerous quantitative deviations (al-ziḥāfāt wa'l-ʽilal 'the relaxations and the illnesses') that affect its form and structure, as will be explained below. Arab poets to this day continue to innovate in the meters they use, including al-rajaz, which is perhaps more capable of incorporating change, for the reasons just mentioned. it is a meter that allows modern poets to innovate poetry as a literary genre, because its folk nature makes it possible to combine poetry and drama in a single poem, for example, thus bringing about a mutual 'exchange of services' between style and content, in that the meter as a stylistic device serves the content or topic, and vice versa. Poets are helped in realizing this integration by using different techniques of which one is employing folk figures taken from Arabian folklore, as this study will show.
The present study analyses the evolution of the rajaz meter in modern Arabic poetry by way of a stylistic and content reading of two poems by the egyptian poet ʼAmal dunqul , al-bukāʼ bayna Yaday zarqāʼ al-Yamāma (crying before Zarqāʼ al-yamāma) and al-Ḥidād Yalīq bi-Qaṭr al-Nadā (Mourning becomes qaṭr alnada). The study has two main objectives, an inquiry into the evolution of the rajaz meter in modern Arabic poetry and into the question of whether this evolution played a role in the construction of the text with respect to its literary type or genre.
Al-rajaz Meter and Uniqueness
The rajaz meter is one of fifteen meters defined by al-farāhīdī (d. 791 ce) in the second century ah, during the Abbasid period. After him al-Akhfash (d. 793 ce) added a sixteenth, the mutadārak meter, which the former had ignored. 2 What makes al-rajaz meter distinct is the ease with which one can compose in it, and in consequence the ease with which it enters the listener's ears and mind, and resonates with his emotions. 3 for this reason the meter was very popular among the evolution of the rajaz meter in modern arabic poetry Arab poets from the earliest times to today, 4 so much so that it has been called maṭiyyat al-shuʽarāʼ ('the poets' mount'). 5 The rajaz meter is considered ṣāfī (pure), 6 consisting of just a single repeated foot, mustafʽilun. Poets wrote their qaṣāʼid in this meter where its lines were hexameter (using six feet per line; three in each hemistich). This is the structure of the complete meter (called al-tāmm); the meter may, however, also be deficient according to the deviations that occur in it, for these cause changes in its hexameter structure, so it would either be majzūʼ (a tetrameter) or mashṭūr (a trimeter) or manhūk (a dimeter). 7
Official yet Popular
The rajaz meter has become a popular meter due to the ease with which it can be used and the ease with which verses composed in it can be memorized with little effort, thanks to the simple meanings it conveys and its folk expressions. in fact, even its origins are said to 7 in a full rajaz structure both the last foot of the first hemistich (called ʽarūḍ ) and the last foot of the second hemistich (called ḍarb) are complete (ṣaḥīḥ) while in a partial structure either foot of these may be changed. if it is a tetrameter the ʽarūḍ is complete and also its ḍarb; if it is a trimeter the ʽarūḍ is 'trimetered' and it is the ḍarb at the same time; and if it is a dimeter the ʽarūḍ is 'dimetered' and it is the ḍarb at the same time. for more on this meter and examples of poetry written in it see: M. The rajaz meter thus has its origins in simple speech. The original meaning of the Arabic term for this meter, according to scholars, was a disease that hit the back legs of camels and caused them to tremble as they walked. for this reason the meter is considered troubling and its original foot mustafʽilun is therefore often subject to deviations, similarly to the uneven walk of the sick camel. 10 Al-Maʽarrī (d. 1057 ce) says in his Luzūmiyyāt: 
Al-rajaz Meter, Old and New
The rajaz meter is considered by a number of scholars to be the oldest Arabic meter, 13 and the basis for all the others. in fact, there have been claims that it preceded the emergence of the qaṣīda poem in the classical sense. 14 al-urjūza (a poem written in the rajaz meter [pl. arājīz], known for its trimeter structure) is then written based on the simple constitution of mustafʽilun that is constituted of two consecutive 'light' cords (sabab khafīf, pl. asbāb khafīfa) and a 'joined' peg (watid majmūʽ). 15 The shortness of the line remains the most distinctive characteristic of arājīz, 16 and this is one reason why some people do not recognize rajaz verses as a poetic genre. 17 Perhaps the most obvious change that has taken place in the form of traditional poetry in the past century has been the abandonment of the classical bipartite verse structure in favour of lines of varying length. 18 This has also meant that lines no longer consist of a given 12 see ibn Manẓūr, Lisān al-ʽarab, vol. 5, 351; al-bāshā, Shiʽr al-Ṭard, 431-2; al-qāḍī and al-Jamal, Mūsīqā al-Shiʽr al-ʽarabī, 25; Warīth, Ḥawla al-Naẓāʼir, 165 (according to Warīth the rajaz meter is 'the rhythmic range which the Arab ear has become most used to, because of the frequency with which it occurs. it has, justly, become a characteristic of the acoustic features of Arab ears, to which they have become instinctively accustomed and which has become imprinted on their senses, and so become a part of their collective feeling ' the evolution of the rajaz meter in modern arabic poetry number of feet. lastly, al-qāfiya ('the rhyme') no longer remained constant throughout the poem; in fact, some poems no longer had a rhyme scheme at all. 19 At the same time, modern poetry did not abandon meter completely. 20 rather, it was rejuvenated, 21 so that some poets composed works based on certain feet and not on a predefined meter. in other words, such poems lack 'a meter as such, but not its feet, as basic units of rhythm for the new poem'. 22 dāghir calls this mode of versification al-ṭarīqa shibh al-ʽarūḍiyya ('pseudo-ʽarūḍ'), a method that helped poets deal with meter in a more liberated manner, in keeping with the spirit of the times. 23 it is as if the poet first comes up with a meaning, on which he then 'mounts' an appropriate meter. Al-ʽAskarī in his Kitāb al-Ṣināʽatayn (The Book of The Two Skills) says: 'if you want to compose poetry, evoke the meaning that you want to express in verse in your mind, place it on your heart, and search for a meter that is appropriate for expressing it'. 24 The meter thus should fit the poet's affect and the meaning he wishes to convey, and vice versa. This opened the way to the emergence of narrative poetry in the sphere of the qaṣīda, 25 making the content and the meter serve each other. The rajaz meter, as noted above, was used in antiquity and is still in use today, including by poets writing the 'foot verse' if we might say (shiʽr al-tafʽīla). in fact, it may be said that already in pre-islamic times the rajaz meter became 'the basis for poems composed in one kind of foot and paved the way for the subsequent appearance of almuzdawaj that is based on noticing the hemistich, pentameter, musammaṭ and muwashshaḥ poetry', 27 due to its perception as a 'pure' meter. it is thus a meter that has evolved since early times and not only in the modern age. its development was aided by the variability in the number of its feet, its metrical deviations, and the fact that it did not possess the restrictions on the rhyme and the rawiyy 28 that the traditional qaṣīda had to obey. 29 These are the main features that the composers of free verse utilized. 30
Al-Rajaz and Narrative Poetry:
Amal Dunqul because most rajaz poems are constructed of hemistiches rather than verses they take the form of a qaṣīda that does not obey the traditional forms. because of this structure such poems were associated with sajʽ (rhymed prose); many works of rhymed prose thus take the shape of a rajaz poem. in fact, it has been claimed that the latter developed from the former: 31 'some prosodists consider the rajaz as sajʽ and not as true poetry'. 32 furthermore, from the very beginning rajaz poems did not obey the traditional rules of versification, 33 thus giving them a form that did not fit the definitions of the traditional qaṣīda. in fact, what was novel about them was the very fact that they did not possess a single form but rather developed in such a way that poets did not feel restricted to any particular form but rather used the contents as the means for expressing the words of which they consisted. As a result, the rajaz meter itself became unfettered, expressive and easily used. This in turn opened the way to the emergence of 27 Al-qāḍī and al-Jamal, Mūsīqā al-Shiʽr al-ʽarabī, 6. see also ibid. 25-6. 28 The rawiyy is 'The term that designates the minimally required number of sounds to be reiterated at the final position of lines [ 37 A large proportion of his poems are in the rajaz meter; according to al-baḥrāwī nearly 35% of the poems which dunqul wrote in 'pure' meters were composed in this meter. 38 The reason for dunqul's choice of this meter is the subject of the present study, which will attempt to answer this question through an analysis of two of his rajaz poems and an inquiry into whether the choice of meter was affected by the poem's content.
Amal Dunqul's Poetry and its Folkloric Nature
dunqul in most of his poems, makes use of figures taken from folk legends and folktales, especially from Arab culture. 39 his Arab symbols are connected to the actual situation of Arabs, so that his poetry is 'subordinated' by his nation. because of this his poems are very widely read, since they are written in simple language 40 
Zarqāʼ al-Yamāma
Zarqāʼ al-yamāma is a folk figure in Arab folk literature, a sharp-eyed girl who lived in pre-islamic times. one day she tried to warn the people of her tribe of the approach of an enemy but her tribe did not believe her and accused her of lack of vision. When the enemy did come it gouged out her eyes because she refused to serve it. 42 dunqul's poem 'crying before Zarqāʼ al-yamāma' became famous throughout the Arab world due to its allusions to the Arab defeat of 1967 (al-naksa). 43 in fact, dunqul is considered one of the poets of that defeat (shuʽarāʼ al-naksa). 44 it was this poem which, according to some, made dunqul's reputation. it was often recited and people learned it by heart. 45 it came to be considered a prophetic text, but in fact it was written only a week after the defeat, so that it cannot be treated as truly prophetic. 46 The figure of Zarqāʼ al-yamāma in this poem is a symbol. some claim that it stands for egypt while others see in her a symbol of the liberated intellectuals who tried to warn the ruling circles of the impending catastrophe: 47 'Al-Zarqāʼ in history is a symbol of farreaching vision, wisdom, intelligence, sincerity in descent, opinion and vision'. 48 ʽAntara al-Absī, 49 Qaṭr al-Nadā qaṭr al-nadā is another folk figure taken from Arab folktales, an egyptian girl of noble birth, 53 whose original name was Asmāʼ daughter of khumārawayh (asmāʼ bint Khumārawayh; d. 896 ce). she was a real historical figure who became famous when she married al-Muʽtaḍid bi-Allāh, due to the wedding feast arranged by her extremely wealthy father. it is said that she died in baghdad, far from her family and her country. 54 in this poem qaṭr al-nadā symbolizes egypt 55 while her father khumārawayh symbolizes the ruling circles that had abandoned the land 56 just as khumārawayh 'abandoned' his daughter when he gave her to al-Muʽtaḍid bi-Allāh in order to further his own interests.
khoury explains that wrapping the painful facts with which it deals in legend, thus enabling the poet to avoid the pitfalls of direct reporting, particularly in light of the fact that the poem was written after the defeat of 1967, the most disastrous event to have befallen the Arabs in centuries, in a war which lasted only a few days. 57 The same argument can be used with respect to the poem 'Mourning becomes qaṭr al-nadā', written in 1969, that is, after the defeat of 1967. it shows that the nation was still under shock two years after the event. in both poems the poet uses a folk figure to evoke a folktale in the reader's mind in order to provide him with a clearer image of the meaning, in addition to the dramatic folk colouring which these figures impose on the poem, in particular when taken together with the fact that the poet used language that was simple and not very different from the colloquial. 58 The title of this poem is reminiscent of eugene o'neill's (1888-1953 ce) Mourning Becomes Electra, which he apparently wrote under the influence of Aeschylus (523-456 bce), 59 famous for his trilogy Oresteia, 60 which in turn was influenced by sophocles's (496-406 bce) play Electra. 61 o'neill wrote his play in three parts (homecoming, The hunted, The haunted), 62 leading the reader towards the freudian figure of electra, oedipus's counterpart. in psychology an Electra complex involves a daughter's intense, even sexual, feelings towards her father, leading her to hate her mother, whom she perceives as an obstacle to her relationship with her father. 63 it is therefore just to say that the poem in fact means 'Mourning becomes egypt': qaṭr al-nadā is egypt's 'silent', helpless soil, a 'foal with no horseman', 64 whose leaders lead it towards ruin and death. in a narrative-like section of the poem, called the 'voice', dunqul depicts the image of the Arab ruler by masking him with khumārawayh's character, who is carousing with 'girl singers and houris' 65 while the people await his mercy. furthermore, egypt's famous howdah is 'preceded by announcements' with horsemen in front and eunuchs behind. 66 The poet says 'qaṭr al-nadā… oh egypt'; 67 egypt falls under the horses, under its rulers, who remain exalted. 'qaṭr al-nadā is in prison' 68 and tries to free herself to no avail. The nation remains fettered. The rawiyy of miṣr (egypt) and asr (prison) connects the meanings of the two words: egypt is a prison.
zarqāʼ al-Yamāma and the rajaz Meter
The entire poem is composed in the rajaz meter. even Zarqāʼ al-yamāma speaks in this meter to her tribe when it refuses to believe her: This can be shown through the scansion of some of the poem's lines:
The poem's first line can be identified as a trimeter rajaz in the classical sense of the poem, that is, it consists of only three feet, or of one full hemistich. first comes a foot of the form mustaʽilun, 71 consisting of a 'light' cord and a 'small' fāṣila. 72 Then comes a foot of the form mustafʽilun, which is the basic foot of this meter, consisting of two 'light' cords followed by a 'joined' peg. consisting of two consecutive 'joined' pegs. dunqul allowed himself to use the ḍarb faʽal, 73 which is an innovation in the rajaz meter:
. A wide-eyed girl jumps before me.. pleasantly petulant
The pattern faʽal has the structure of a 'joined' peg. in addition, sometimes mustafʽilun undergoes rhythmic 'modification' (inziyāḥ) and becomes mustafʽ, 75 as in the following line:
The line opens with mustaʽilun, followed by mustafʽ which is formed of two consecutive 'light' cords followed by a sākin (= a quiescent) at the end. The poet uses the technique of tadwīr (=enjambment), 77 as for example in the following lines towards the end of the poem:
And we those with a wounded heart, A wounded spirit and a wounded mouth.
The verse begins with mutafʽilun followed by mustafʽilun, which is divided between the two lines: The first part (the two 'light' cords) is in the first line and the second line (the 'joined' peg) is in the following line. This is followed by a foot of the form mustafʽilun and a final 'light' cord at the end; the latter is a modern poetic innovation 79 . sometimes the meter is changed completely, as if the poet paints a picture that serves his style, or vice versa. for example:
While my sword is broken, my forehead and my limbs are dusty.
here the foot form mustafʽilun is modified to mafāʽīlāt, 81 consisting of one 'joined' peg and two consecutive 'light' cords, all of which followed by a quiescent. The image which the poet wants to present through the use of mafāʽīlāt is that of his broken sword and dusty limbs and forehead. The three 'light' cords at the end of the footas in the scansion they are drawn as three short lines -suggest something 'broken' or 'split' into parts, like the limbs that were covered with dust one after the other, or the sword that may have been broken or split into pieces. As al-ʽAskarī was quoted as saying in the first chapter, when a poet comes to compose his poem, he first decides on an image and then 'searches' for an appropriate meter. dunqul thus thought of an image and then tried to fit it into rajaz form in the poem so that it was consistent with the rest of the text. he 'modified' the foot and took it out only so that it would accurately reflect what he saw and what he felt.
The Poem's Plot Structure
Zarqāʼ al-yamāma's silence provides the poet with an opportunity to tell the story of his people as they pass through critical times and nurse their pain and wounds after battle. it is rather like a 79 one of the ʽilal in free verse is the "addition of a 'light' cord at the end of the foot" (Ḥarakāt, al-Shiʽr al-Ḥurr, 18); in this case mustafʽilun is followed by a 'light' cord. or that we have the ḍarb faʽal in case we 'move' the last consonant. 80 monologue-like dialogue between two people in which one speaks and the other listens in silence. 82 The silent figure of Zarqāʼ al-yamāma makes it possible to construct a narrative text in which the poet expresses his emotions, occasionally using the technique of enjambment in order to speed up the pace of his narration and allow his emotions to keep up this pace by occasionally breaking up a foot and dividing it between two lines, as we saw in a previous example. The figure of Zarqāʼ al-yamāma becomes the objective correlative in the poem and enhances its dramatic nature; it helps the poet to express his emotions dramatically, in a way that would hardly have been possible using a poetic framework. 83 here is another example of enjambment in the poem:
i was told 'be silent..' so i was silent.. and blind.. and behaved like a eunuch!
The two lines share the foot mustaʽilun where a 'light' cord ends the first line and its 'small' fāṣila begins the second line. The poet appears to join the two lines together also by means of the common root of the words that end the first and begin the second line (kh r s). he states that he was told to be silent and that he was silent and followed the example of the eunuchs, in an ironic depiction of his situation, since 'following an example' implies the imitation of something positive, while here he 'prides himself' on being a slave. A similar image appears in 'Mourning becomes qaṭr al-nadā', in which the eunuchs walk behind qaṭr al-nadā's howdah; in other words, the people are depicted as a group of slaves of the state, as if citizens were obedient servants who were forbidden to debate or participate in decisions affecting the fate of the country of which they are a part. The poet rejects the 'democracy' of a regime that silences the people and ignores their views when organizing public life. he says that he is invited to death and not to gatherings, 86 as if the citizen were nothing but a 'thing' to be used by the ruling circles when needed. in the case described in the poem this 'need' arises in the form of crisis and war, as if the citizen was a sacrificial animal.
Enjambment appears once again at the end of the poem, where it is used intensively, three times consecutively. The briefness of the lines here helps the poet to express his emotions and confusion more clearly. here the poet speaks more rapidly. 87 he increases the pace and 'prosifies' the images that he has of children and women, creating a connected story through connected lines. 88 This image affects the man who defends his homeland; women and children should not be hurt in war, in which men confront other men. This is an illogical image in dunqul's view, and he therefore gives vent to his emotions in these lines through the use of enjambment, as if in an unending series of utterances and responses. death, wreckage, and destruction are the result of this war; nothing but they remain, in his view and in the view of the people. Therefore, he fills his verses with them: it appears here that the lines have the capacity only to contain words such as 'death', 'wreckage' and 'destruction', that there is nothing left to tell in this story except to convey this dark image. While each line consists of just a single word, it manages to convey a sense of darkness; if the reader wishes to fill in the lines with additional words, these words will of necessity refer to dark things. Perhaps dunqul places them in the middle of the line on purpose, in order to convey the idea of constant wreckage and constant destruction; wreckage is preceded and followed by wreckage, and the same goes for destruction. The quotation from Arab folklore, too, enhances the poem's narrative nature, as in the following line which the poet borrowed from Zenobia queen of Palmyra: it is a quote that 'symbolizes the humiliation of the defeat, the intensity of the pain it left in its wake'. 91 in the story of Zenobia the latter perceives defeat as she sees the camels' slow pace, which at first seems to be due to the gifts they bear for her, but which in fact was caused by the enemy's men hiding in them and coming to attack her in order to avenge their king Jadhīma al-Abrash and his entourage, who she had killed. 92 The poet here observes his country's fate and the government's hesitation in making the right decisions for the people; danger is approaching the land and the nation, slowly but unavoidably.
Qaṭr al-Nadā and the rajaz meter
The poem is composed in the rajaz meter but innovations in the meter can be seen already at the very beginning: The first line begins with mustafʽilun, followed by mustafʽ, an innovation involving a deletion of part of the original foot, as noted above, leaving two 'light' cords and a quiescent. The second line has the same metric structure. The following line also contains an innovation:
The horsemen before her are thousands and thousands
This line begins with mutafʽilun, followed by mustafʽilun. Then comes a new ḍarb which the poet used in the former poem as well, faʽal, consisting of a 'joined' peg. but here the poet adds a quiescent to the end of this foot; this, too, is an innovation of free verse. 95 in the following line:
.. (khumārawayh) was lying on the lake of quicksilver
The 'joined' peg of the last foot, mustafʽilun, is deleted. The line begins with mustaʽilun, followed by three feet of the form mutafʽilun, ending in mustaf, which is basically mustafʽilun in which the 'joined' peg has been dropped so that it now consists of just two 'light' cords. 97 94 ibid., 19. 95 We spoke about the foot faʽal in our discussion of the previous poem. As for the consonant added at the end we may say that 'adding a quiescent to the end of a foot' is a ʽilla in free verse (see Ḥarakāt, al-Shiʽr al-Ḥurr, 18). 96 dunqul, Taʽlīq ʽalā mā Ḥadatha, 18. 97 or the original foot may be assumed to have been mafʽūlun, from which a 'light' cord has been deleted so that it became mafʽū.
An Intermediate Structure between Drama and Narrative in the Poem
What characterizes the poem 'Mourning becomes qaṭr al-nadā' is its dramatic structure. it is first noticed by the 'outer frame' of the poem and the fact that the poet divides it into Choirs (jawqāt) and Voices (aṣwāt). The 'Choir' gives it a shakespearean tone of singing, and the 'Voice' narrates the events; its pace is slow, supporting the prose text by extending the length of the lines, as if a storyteller was relating a tale with folksongs in the background that graft folk expressions typical of mawwāl 98 songs, such as yā khāl (oh uncle), yā ʽayn (oh eye) and yā layl (oh night) onto the metrical poetic expressions. 99 such folk elements occur throughout the poem inside the rajaz meter.
The longer lines of the Voice give the poem a narrative character and a slower rhythm while the Choir gives a song-like character through its short lines and the speedy transitions among them. At the end the Voice and the Choir join forces, the rajaz meter of both uniting into a single text in which singing and narrative, crying and dancing, come together. The poet, narrator, singer or reader does not know whether to rejoice or be sad over the ironic fate of this country and its people. The assimilation perhaps begins gradually when the poet adds the third stanza of the Voice, which he calls 'Continuation' (istimrār). 100 There the lines are sometimes long and sometimes short, as if this stanza marks the beginning of the amalgamation of the last stanza which he calls The Voice and The Choir (al-ṣawt wa'l-jawqa): 99 see Ḥusayn, 'dirāsa Muwāzina bayna qaṣīdat', 258. speaking of folk expressions as the ones in the mawwāl, the expressions used here are to be pronounced differently due to their colloquial use: yā ʽayn is pronounced yā ʽēn, and yā layl is pronounced yā lēl (note that phonologically the long vowel ē does not exist in standard Arabic, which makes it clear that the poet is heading for a folkloric purpose). 100 The last foot in the poem is mafʽūlun, which gives a 'dead' rhythm. The three 'light' cords that make up this foot represent something that was broken or divided, like the life of the nation. its form is similar to a cardiogram of a heart that has stopped beating and turned into a straight line. A similar meaning can be attributed to dunqul's complete exit from the meter. When he says:
106 ʽ ْ ‫الماء‬ ِ ‫نضوب‬ ‫وفي‬ ،ِ ‫و‬ ‫دْ‬ َ ‫الب‬ ‫مضارب‬ ‫في‬ ‫‪ʼ‬تعبر‬ / ° ---‫ٮ‬ / -‫ٮ‬ ‫ٮ‬ -/ -‫ٮ‬ -‫ٮ‬ / -‫ٮ‬ ‫ٮ‬ -she passes through the bedouin camps, and through dry water holes
The foot mafāʽīlāt serves the content; qaṭr al-nadā crosses the desert via dry water holes, thus representing, in one way or another, the situation of a nation that awaits patiently as it lives in the shadow of tyranny without anything to help it survive. The poet's relationship to qaṭr al-nadā or to egypt turns him into an 'electra' who adheres to her father and will not allow anyone else to touch him. she wants him solely for herself, like lavinia in o'neill's play, who has the same feelings for her father ezra Mannon. 107 According to konstan, electra in sophocles's play is a sympathetic political symbol for the inevitable return of democracy to Athens. 108 This is the same situation in which egypt finds itself, arousing dunqul's sensitivity towards everything that could harm it. The people have become so weary of the unchanging rulers, that their salvation has become associated only with violence or subterfuge, which are ways to deal with situations in which justice is absent. address for correspondence: maisonsh@mail.tau.ac.il
